
	

	

Witness by Annie Zhang 
 
Summer was the maddest time of the year—all creeping cicadas and men and women crawling like flies through 
the humid breeze. When Lee was young, she used to dare herself to stare at the sun, each time longer than the last. 
An unsettling addiction aligned itself to this dizzying height of terror. Nan used to hit her for it, ‘Don’t look at the 
sun darlin’ you’ll blind yourself!’ It’s a common strangeness frequently found in children though, this knitted-
knotted lack of fear. 

Lee used to walk like she was dreaming. There was a gap between her front teeth and once in elementary school 
she learnt all the letters of her DNA but they would not tell her how she would die. She used to know how to swim, 
how to catch trout bare-handed as quick as laughing. And after a whole day of pretending to listen to the teachers, 
she’d be set loose with all the other kids in this tired old town. A boy named Jason used to give her earthworms. 
One time they discovered half an opossum down by the creek—maggots worming its way through the white holes 
of the bones. The library used to have paper mites in the history section. Pa used to sing old hymns on the veneer 
piano in the laziness of afternoons. Everything moved so slowly, like honey drizzling. Nostalgia does that to you, 
make you think things were better once. 

Then it was the 3rd year of elementary school, and one day she tottered home on her little red bicycle to the 
overgrown green cottage of a home and an insidious trail of red incarnate stopped her dead.  

“Well I’d be darned,” she cursed like a little girl learning from an older brother. Lee peered over the row of bushes, 
following the red contrail, lower lip jutting out quizzically. It led to a man sprawled over a wild rose bush, mouth 
gaping open, arm thrown melodramatically over his head and a cluster of black buzzing clouding over his face. 
Clearly there was something disgustingly off-kilter about the man’s body, about the strangeness of the red, but 
children were aphelions—the point of orbit the furthest from the sun. And Lee, like all the other children raised in 
some perpetually sunny town down South with verses written on walls to keep demons out, were an anomaly 
among humans. An alluvial glint crept into her bright, dark eyes and she hopped off her bike with the grace of a 
young girl. 

“Mister,” she poked his shoulder, “hey mister!” With no response, Lee regarded the silent man hollowly, from the 
bare feet to the hole in the head, and there she discovered nothing but an empty maw that ate everything in sight 
at the center. The man’s eyeballs swivelled to sink their teeth into her. She stopped breathing. 

The girl tumbled back thunder-struck, tripping into the sinking dirt (and the collision of reality and expectations hit 
her). She noticed how much she was blinking. Oh god, again and again, she opened her eyes like some 
subterranean sea monster. The half-way sun’s setting glow slowly began to beat a fatalistic drum.  

Then she leapt over the unruly hedges, stray branch catching her foot, and scrambled onto her bicycle, breath 
distant in a strange elision, outside any orbit. She pedalled violently home. 

 



	

	

“Nan!” Lee threw herself onto the creaky white steps of her house. The soft sphere of home stretched up like a 
calico cat to snuggle against her ear. 

“Hah! I was just thinkin’ you’ve been out there long enough,” Nan exhaled a cigar, patting Lee’s back in embrace. 
“Hey, what’s happened to your foot?” 

Lee looked down, an angry trail of red following her from ankle to toes. “I-I dunno,” she felt faint. Nan rolled her 
large, blood-veined eyes. 

“Alright well that’s enough piddlin’, dinner’s ready an’ all.” 

It was the brightest day of the year and the image was bruised whole and livid under her eyelids. There was a thing 
ragged but breathing inside her; a monster slumbering over its own feet in the dead of the night. And at dinner, she 
was the opposite of hungry, fat drops of soup drooling from her spoon. Pa stared at her. 

“What’s the matter Lele?” 

Lee blinked painfully. Then blinked some more. “Nothin’. I’m just not real hungry.”  

When she got up to leave, Pa set his spoon down, “When I was your age I had nothin’ but mutton and potatoes. You 
should be grateful for the food you’ve got in front of ya. Come on kid, eat up.” 

Lee looked at the food. It hurt to look. Everything was so bright. She swallowed and replied very quietly, so quietly 
she couldn’t hear it herself. And then she ate and ate, gulping and chewing in the long dark shadows of herself. It 
was a starless, windless midnight that night, and in the space between her fourth and fifth rib, a volcanic cloud 
grew. 

Then three years of school happened and all Lee could speak were her times-tables and fractions and nouns with 
o’s stretching to fill up the entire cavern of her red mouth. To think once she could only speak the language of love-
lost elegies and tongues not spoken in any of these streets, what a sweet dream. 

Then it was high school. Then it was college. Then it was graduation. And before Lee could understand it, could 
grasp a sense of anything other than the dreary roll of semester one into semester two, assignment into essay, 
essay into exam, exam into graduation—it was over. Horrific, isn’t it? Kid life was over before she could barely 
pronounce each nuance of the adult life. It’s called normal peace, the career advisors whispered, Nan and Pa 
whispered, normal peace that skims the world like the cream of the milk. Except what was normal peace? How can 
you get normal peace when all that awaits you is lying on the side of the road with your arm over your head, blood 
spewing from your brain, and flies and maggots and birds ready to eat you alive? And before she even realised it, 
Lee was the only one with this lead ball of angst consuming her like a violent scribble.  

 



	

	

Except here are some things Lee doesn’t know: childhood memories are like airplane luggage; no matter how far 
you’re traveling or how long, you’re only ever allowed two bags—it’s never enough to last a whole lifetime. And the 
more you love a memory, the stronger and stranger it becomes. Except some memories do not grow softer with 
time, some grow edges like knives. Things just fall apart after a while, including yourself. 

But maybe a hundred years into the future, scientists would discover a camera hidden since the world began. And if 
they played the footage backwards, cities would collapse and rise and collapse and rise. Every battlefield would be a 
garden of flesh; bodies sprouting like poppies, becoming kids again, going home to their mother’s womb, learning 
all over from the beginning: how to be kind in a world that is going to take and take and take from them—only 
sometimes giving, witnessing this red human condition. 

 


